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The Power of Wood
News and Updates for Michigan’s Biomass Industry.
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Biomass and EPA carbon rules

Opposing sides to the U.S. EPA’s Clean Power Plan have drawn
their lines in the sand, and biomass power seems caught in the
middle.
EPA has also released its “accounting framework” for carbon
emissions from biomass sources.
Major coal producer Murray Energy filed two suits in U.S. Circuit
Court in June, one claiming that EPA does not have the authority
to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from existing sources, the
other that EPA’s plan is moot because these power plants are
already regulated under Part 112.
Nine states, including Nebraska, Alaska, W. Virginia, Virginia
and Ohio have enjoined Murray in their suits. Fourteen states,
including New York, California, Delaware, New Mexico, Oregon,
Rhode Island and the District of Columbia, have petitioned the
court to intervene on EPA’s behalf. They say climate change will
cause coastal damage, intensify severe weather and cause heatrelated death and illness.
EPA on Nov. 19 released its second draft on an accounting
framework for greenhouse gas emissions from biomass sources.
In general it finds that biomass carbon emissions have little or
no impact on atmospheric stores of biogenic carbon (effectively
carbon neutral) and should be part of its Clean Carbon Plan to
reduce power plant carbon emissions.
Science shows that energy produced from sustainable supplies
of wood fiber and other organic byproducts like manure are, at
minimum, carbon neutral, offsetting the generation of methane
from those feedstocks as well as offsetting emissions from fossil
fuels.

EIA says biomass use to grow in ‘15

The Energy Information Administration predicts that wood
biomass will generate 118,000 MWh of electricity per day in 2015,
up from 116,000 MWh per day this year (+1.7%) and 109,000
MWh per day in 2013 (+8.3%). Waste biomass is expected to be
used to generate 58,000 MWh of electricity per day next year, up
from 54,000 MWh (+7.4%) per day this year and 55,000 MWh per
day last year (+5.4%).
More than 2.71 million homes across the U.S. are expected to heat
primarily with wood this winter, up 3.9 percent from last year.
That number includes 646,000 homes in the Northeast, 696,000
homes in the Midwest, 635,000 homes in the South, and 734,000
homes in the West. In the Northeast, the number of homes
heating primarily with wood is expected to be up 6.9 percent, with
growth rates in the Midwest, South and West forecast to be up 6.2
percent, 1.7 percent and 1.1 percent respectively.
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COMMENT
UP ‘unintended’ victim of
perfect policy storm
I hate to use clichés but it’s so true in this case: The UP power
dilemma is the product of the perfect storm. It’s a tale in which
the last chapter as the good folk and businesses of Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula getting saddled with cost they don’t deserve.
Chapter 1: Once upon a time, the Michigan legislature passed
a law that limited how many electric customers could get their
power from someone other than the incumbent utility – unless
you were a UP mining company served by We Energy, which are
exempt from the from the limitation because they composed
more than 75% of We Energy’s Michigan retail sales. They argued
successfully that the mines should have the choice option despite
the limit. They took that option, which made it harder for We
Energy to do business in Michigan.
Chapter II: Meanwhile, in a land far, far away, the US EPA drafted
new rules on power plant emissions. We Energy first said it was
selling its old 430-MW coal plant in Marquette because of these
regulations, and the loss of the mines’ load, but the numbers
didn’t add up so they said they would close the plant, putting a
huge chunk of UP power supply in jeopardy.
Chapter III: But wait! That plant can’t close, says MISO, the agency
that runs the grid. Without that old coal plant, reliability in the UP
– the ability to keep the lights on – will suffer. MISO said that plant
“must run.”
Chapter IV: There’s more. “OK,” said We Energy, “but it costs a
lot to run that plant,” about $100 million a year, the feds said,
including the cost of emission upgrades to meet new EPA air
standards.
Chapter V: Meanwhile, back in that land far, far away the feds
rolled out a new method for allocating “system costs” –
determining how users divvy expenses for things like transmission
and infrastructure. When the calculator smoke cleared, they said
99.5% of those We Energy costs must be paid by UP ratepayers,
even those who weren’t We Energy customers.
The End: Not quite. This is a sticky wicket of unprecedented
stickiness. Clearly these unintended consequences are neither
“reasonable nor prudent” for UP electric customers.
Michigan needs a plan for the UP and it needs to capitalize on its
local energy resources, like woody biomass, rather than forking
over billions to power an old coal plant, or build transmission.
The state, the feds, utilities and industry in the UP need to fix this
problem, and biomass should be a part of that solution.
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